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INTRODUCTION

WELCOME
TO THE
FUTURE
WE’VE BEEN
WAITING
FOR YOU

INTRODUCTION

GET READY FOR ONE
OF THE BIGGEST
AND MOST EXCITING
TECHNOLOGICAL SHIFTS
WE HAVE EVER SEEN. IN
FACT, HANG ON TIGHT,
BECAUSE IT’S ALREADY
HAPPENING.
WELCOME TO THE FUTURE.
It’s clear that nothing is the same
any more. The rapid digitization
of communication, shopping
and almost every other aspect of
daily life has entirely up-ended
consumers’ habits and expectations.
People are now digitally connected
to each other, to brands and even through the Internet of Things - to
their appliances.
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Brands and retailers need to re-appraise every aspect
of what they do: how they develop products, how they
interact with consumers, and how they operate their
stores. Old business models just aren’t built for the
future we’re entering.
At the same time, though, we’ve reached an inflection
point in the development of computer processing
power that is a windfall to brands and retailers. So,
while business is more challenging than ever, it’s also
possible to do things that just a few years ago would
have been either unthinkable or prohibitively expensive.

We can now bring together vast
amounts of data from sources
as disparate as weather patterns,
photos and an individual shopper’s
facial expressions, and draw
meaning from it all in ways that can
transform a business.

AI is here, and it’s not
science fiction.
Artificial Intelligence is not just the
stuff of Hollywood any more. It’s
a powerful tool that brands and
retailers can use right now to relieve
some of the pressures on current
business models.
In the pages ahead, we’ll show
you how brands as diverse as
banks, carmakers, fashion labels
and florists are already using AI to
become more profitable and to
get closer to consumers. They’re
building brands more effectively,
personalizing products and services,
making consumer decision-making
easier and improving business
efficiency.
We’re working together to explore
what can be achieved, now and
in future. We bring together
WPP’s global expertise in building
strong, valuable global brands, and
IBM’s unparalleled technological
capabilities. IBM is behind ‘Watson’,
widely seen as the global leader in
AI development.

So, what exactly is AI? It’s not a
single technology but a range of
tools that can perform some of
the tasks we’ve previously thought
of as being exclusively human.
These tools can understand natural
language, and learn from text,
images, videos and sound.
Advanced AI systems like Watson
can absorb vast amounts of
information in seconds and minutes,
learning in similar ways to humans
– through sensing, processing
information, and experiencing – only
much, much faster than people.
Then AI can use that learning to
make reasoned decisions and
recommendations. IBM calls this
‘cognitive computing’, because it
approaches human cognition.
And this is just the beginning.

AI will have an even
greater impact on
retailing than all other
digital technology to
date.
Data management has long been
able to tell brands a great deal about
‘what’ is happening with the world
and their customers; now AI tools
like Watson can also help with the
‘why’ and the ‘what next’, making
predictions about everything from
the clothes that will suit a particular
shopper to when the foyer lighting
will need maintenance.

In other business sectors, AI is
already being used to achieve
fantastic things, from better cancer
diagnoses tailored to patients’
needs, right through to cocktail
recipes created by AI tools trained
in complementary flavors.
Brands and retailers should now be
thinking about how to fuse the best
of what machines can do – to be
faster, more accurate and to spot
patterns and anomalies earlier –
with the best of human creativity
and personal service.
As you’ll see, AI tools like Watson
are not difficult to get to grips with.
In fact, it’s as simple as having a
conversation - literally. We’ll show
you how AI-powered conversations
are helping consumers find
what they want, helping brands
provide better customer service,
and helping store managers slash
wastage and improve the shopper
experience.
Read on to discover why now is the
time to seize the opportunity that
AI offers to forward-thinking brands
and retailers.

David Roth

Karen Lomas

CEO The Store WPP,
EMEA & Asia
David.Roth@wpp.com
Twitter: davidrothlondon
Blog: www.davidroth.com

Director, IoT,
Cognitive Solutions EU
IBM
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GLOSSARY

TERMINOLOGY
BUSTED
Talk of robots used to be
limited to sci-fi fans and
documentaries about car
production in Japan. Now,
bots, robots and a host
of other Star Wars-type
terminology are part of
everyday life.
Here are the terms you
need to get to grips with
in order to understand
what’s happening and
what’s possible in a world
of business powered by
Artificial Intelligence – and
to work out how best to
apply AI to your brand.
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ROBOTS

BOTS

The word ‘robot’ stems from the
Czech word ‘robota’ meaning
forced labor or slave. Think
‘robot’ and we usually picture a
humanoid form that promises to
help around the home or comfort
the lonely, but more often
robots are industrial machines
on production lines, or nano
robots that can carry out intricate
tasks, even surgery. They can be
controlled remotely, or have their
controls embedded within them.

Bots are just robots without the
physical form - pieces of software
that carry out repetitive tasks.
You’ve no doubt heard of the ‘bad
bots’ that are behind spam emails.
They’re also to blame for fake traffic
to web sites that artificially inflate
site statistics and undermine the
reliability of web metrics. But there
are ‘good bots’ that are nothing like
their hostile cousins. Good bots
can be used for legitimate data
collection that helps brands better
understand their customers, and
for automating other repetitive
tasks to improve efficiency. Later,
we’ll show how brands are using
bots to make customer service
quicker and more cost-effective.

1

the number of Alexa-exclusive deals
bought by using voice only by Amazon
customers on Prime Day in July 2016

CHAT BOTS AND
CONVERSATION BOTS

AI AND AUGMENTED
INTELLIGENCE

MACHINE
LEARNING

These are the boxes that pop
up on a web site inviting you to
‘converse’ with a business by typing
in your questions or speaking to
them. Apple’s Siri and Microsoft’s
Cortana are conversation bots.
Some conversation bots are ‘dumb’
in that they answer from a set of
stock answers – useful for simple
questions on things like store
opening hours, delivery problems
and returns policies. Others are
more powerful – or ‘smart’ –
because they are fuelled by Artificial
Intelligence. This means they can
understand not just the words
a customer uses but also grasp
their intent; that allows the bot to
provide far more useful responses,
tailored to each user’s needs.
And they can learn from each
interaction, so improve over time.
Devices like Google Home and
Amazon Echo are early examples of
this kind of technology in action.

This is where the science fiction
starts to become reality – and
where arguments start over what
is and what isn’t AI, or Artificial
Intelligence. There’s general
agreement that a requirement of
artificial intelligence is the ability to
learn – and the ability to process
a wide range of information that
a person could take in, such as
images and natural language.
Recommendation engines like
Amazon’s are not normally
considered AI, or if they are, then
they’re ‘narrow’ AI, so low down
on the intelligence spectrum. More
intelligent or ‘broad’ AI is what
makes driverless cars a possibility
– processing information,
making judgements and learning.
‘Augmented Intelligence’ is simply
another term for AI, but one that
emphasizes the technology’s
ability to help humans by
augmenting their own knowledge.

Machine learning is the science
of how computers make sense of
data using algorithms and analytic
models, and is what enables
bots to learn, reason and engage
with us in a more natural and
personalized way. Netflix movie
recommendations and internet ads
based on browsing are examples
of machine learning. The value of
machine learning is that as new
information or data becomes
available it can be fed into existing
systems, rather than those systems
having to be rewritten.
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TERMINOLOGY BUSTED
GLOSSARY

WOULD THE
REAL PARIS
HILTON PLEASE
STAND UP?
The difference between tools like
Google search and AI can be tricky
to discern; Google, Bing, Siri and
the like can certainly seem pretty
smart.

DEEP LEARNING

API

Ask a dozen experts what deep
learning is and you’ll get a dozen
different answers, all of them
correct. Essentially, it’s a form of
machine learning that’s based on
the human brain’s decision-making
process. By eliminating the linear
nature of most programs and
leveraging sophisticated algorithms,
deep learning allows computers to
think and learn like human beings.
They can absorb vast amounts
of data and learn to separate the
signal from the noise, to better
understand consumers and make
recommendations to businesses.

An application-programming
interface (API) is a set of
programming instructions that
enable one piece of software to be
able to link with another. It’s a little
like the pattern on a Lego brick that
allows it to click into another brick.
Businesses sometimes release their
APIs because they want others to
build complementary software.
Amazon.com shares its API so that
site developers can link directly to
Amazon products and give visitors
the chance to click to buy.
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COGNITIVE AND
CONVERSATIONAL
COMMERCE
These are two ways of describing
the same thing: the application of
Artificial Intelligence or machine
learning to business. Cognition –
or reasoning - and conversation
are two aspects of behavior that we
tend to think of as being uniquely
human. But now, businesses can
use computer systems that think
and understand, to make better
decisions and make them faster.
They can also use computer-driven
conversations to ask questions of
their data – ‘which flavor ice-cream
sells best in a certain store in the
Spring?’, for instance - and to allow
customers to find what they need:
‘What kind of hammer do I need to
put up these shelves, and which is
the cheapest?’

AUGMENTED REALITY
AND VIRTUAL REALITY

THE INTERNET
OF THINGS

Virtual Reality is a computergenerated simulation of an
experience in which a user feels
immersed, usually wearing a
headset that shuts out the ‘real’
world from their field of vision.
Apart from computer gaming,
VR is used in documentaries and
workplace training exercises.
Flight simulators are a kind
of VR. Augmented reality, AR,
provides layers of ‘extra’ reality to
supplement the real word; holding
up a mobile screen and looking
down a street to see the real street,
but with house prices marked, or
restaurant reviews available for the
places on the screen, is AR.

This is the network of physical
objects or ‘things’ embedded with
electronics, software, sensors and
connectivity to enable objects
to collect data and ‘converse’,
machine to machine. These include
fitness trackers, printers that reorder ink when they run low, and
Rolls-Royce engines that report
back to headquarters when they
need to be checked by an engineer.

But if you search these portals
for “Paris Hilton”, you’ll get news
about the celebrity, because that’s
a popular search term. If you were
actually looking for a room in
France for a weekend away, you
would have to change the way you
searched if using Google or Siri.
An AI system, however, would
use the context of your search to
understand you were more likely to
be seeking the Hilton hotel in Paris,
or it would ask you a question to
clarify your intention.
Similarly, “not near the Eiffel Tower”
in many search engines will get you
results that are very much near the
Eiffel Tower. A ‘dumb’ search tool,
even quite a clever one, does not
grasp your intent. A full AI system
can understand, reason, learn and
interact; Google and Siri are great at
understanding and interacting, but
it takes AI to reason and learn. And
they’re the bits that know you’re
looking for a double room with
breakfast, not a celebrity socialite.
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PART 1

IBM
WATSON

PART 1 IBM WATSON

WHAT IS
WATSON?
Watson is a collection of tools developed by IBM that can ‘think like a
human’. ‘He’ was named after IBM’s first CEO, the industrialist Thomas
J. Watson, and is IBM’s flagship Artificial Intelligence platform. Watson
can understand not just natural human speech, but also documents,
images and videos. He can understand, learn, reason, interact and
recommend. Watson uses natural, human-style conversation to help
consumers and professionals with a huge range of tasks.

It’s built for a world of big
data. It’s not a super search
engine. It can find a needle
in the haystack, but it
understands the haystack.
IBM CEO Ginni Rometty on Watson
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IBM WATSON

WHAT CAN
WATSON DO?
There are Watson tools that help
doctors better diagnose their
patients, and tools that help
shoppers find the winter coat that’s
right for the weather where they live.
Watson can be used to deliver
personalized advertising messages,
and to generate recipe suggestions
using only the ingredients you have
in your fridge. It can even be used to
write pop music and mix a cocktail.

For marketers, Watson
promises to bring brands
and consumers closer
together.
There are Watson tools that can
help brands come up with better
products, help match consumers
with the products they’re looking

$

1Bil.

the investment IBM
made in Watson in 2014
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for, help design more successful
advertising, and give people
valuable, memorable experiences.
Within a business, Watson can
inform professional decisions and
streamline operations.
There are business efficiencies to
be made, but also exciting leaps to
be taken. This is the answer to the
business question: “What can I do
with all this data?”
Watson works by learning – not just
storing information but also making
connections between the data it is
given. It then listens to the questions
people ask and the information they
provide, understands what they
are trying to achieve, and makes
recommendations based on what it
has learned.

90%
of all data in existence
was created in the
past two years

15

the number of seconds
it takes Watson to read
40 million documents

80%

of all data that exists is
unstructured – it doesn’t
come in a spreadsheet and
may be text, images, video
and other information

HOW DOES
IT ‘KNOW’?
Watson can learn not only from
structured data such as sales data,
survey results, weather patterns and
heart-rate data. It can learn from
unstructured data too – it can ‘look’
at pictures and videos. It can ‘read’
a facial expression and ‘listen’ to a
tone of voice to understand mood.
It can listen to music, see how
people move, and watch films.

At a time when many businesses
are overwhelmed by data, Watson
provides a way to do something
useful with it, linking a brand’s own
data with external information – and
making recommendations based on
what it’s learned.
What’s special about Watson
is the ability it gives people to
interact naturally, and the analysis
and reasoning that goes into its

recommendations. And the more
it’s used, the more knowledge it
accumulates and the more useful it
can become.
Watson conversation bots are not
like a web search box – or even
voice-activated search tools. They
can understand the way people
really speak. They understand bad
grammar, they learn what slang
terms mean, and can even grasp
euphemisms. Know what I mean?

WHAT WATSON IS NOT
Watson made international headlines in 2011 when
he took part in the quiz show Jeopardy – and won.
At that stage, Watson had only been trained to
answer general knowledge questions. The Watson
of today is not just a smarter version of the Jeopardy
winner; it’s a whole suite of tools that can be trained
in many different areas of expertise.
Watson is not one central brain or supercomputer
that knows everything. If you train Watson to provide
guidance on mortgages, it won’t be able to tell you
how long to cook a chicken.

Watson is not a replacement for all call centers,
receptionists and personal assistants. But, it can
make people more efficient by helping them provide
the best advice – and it can be used to train staff to
be as good as the best member of a team.
Watson is not about to replace all musicians, artists,
film directors and advertising creatives – or business
leaders. But by understanding how and why other
work has been popular or ‘works’, it can guide the
generation of new ideas, and make suggestions on
what to highlight or cut.
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RETAIL
REVOLUTION

PART 2 RETAIL REVOLUTION

48%

THE ERA OF
‘ME-COMMERCE’
AND THE ROLE
OF AI IN
IMPROVING
SHOPPER
EXPERIENCE

of customers say retailers
should provide ondemand, personalized
promotions when online

40%

of the brand value of the Top
25 BrandZ™ Most Valuable
Global Retail Brands 2016/2017
comes from just three brands:
Amazon, Alibaba and eBay

45%
want the same
options in store as
online

91%

94%

of retail executives familiar
with Artificial Intelligence
believe it will play a
disruptive role in their
organization

of retail executives
familiar with AI intend
to invest in it

Source: IBM, Kantar Millward Brown
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PART 2 RETAIL REVOLUTION

OUR RETAIL INDUSTRY
IS UNDERGOING
UNPRECEDENTED
CHANGE.
In the past decade, smart
consumers – and even
smarter new entrants to
the retail sector – have
completely up-ended
long-standing business
models. Margins are
being squeezed as
digital competitors make
efficiency gains and raise
shopper expectations of
service, and consumers’
shopping habits have been
utterly transformed.
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The scale and speed of this
change is evident in WPP’s
BrandZ™ Top 25 Most Valuable
Global Retail Brands Ranking
2016/17, which shows that the
top two retail brands are both
e-commerce businesses, and
there are three digital-first brands
in the top 10. This is just four years
after Amazon took over top spot in
the annual rankings from Walmart,
a brand with vast physical scale
and more than 50 years’ retailing
experience.
Brands must now compete
in spheres that extend well
beyond range and price. Now,
convenience, presence wherever
the customer is – both physically
and virtually, and providing a great
experience, are key battlegrounds.
Consumers are looking to
brands – and retailers – to offer
an interaction that is richer and
deeper than simply a new product
and a bag to carry it home in,
not necessarily every day but on

certain shopping journeys.
Digitally equipped consumers are
not just re-thinking the things they
buy and the way they shop, but
the very lives they lead. To remain
relevant, therefore, retail brands
and brands that work with retailers
have to re-evaluate the role they
play in those lives and the business
models they use.
Retail brands need to treat people
as individuals, and treat them
better across every aspect of the
new shopper journey.
Consumers no longer compare a
retailer with a similar store around
the corner. They expect the best
of any experience they’ve had with
any brand, in any sector, whenever
they encounter another brand.
They want Apple ease of use,
Uber seamless efficiency, Airbnb
experiences, Nike freedom and
BMW quality – whether they’re
buying apples or a new mattress.

They want everything their way: the
products, the shopping options and
the way they receive their goods.

We call this the era of
‘Me-commerce’.
Consumers want to be in charge of
the shopping process; they want to
discover, browse and purchase at a
time and place that suits them. They
want both limitless choice as well as
personalized curation of the things
that are just right for them.
The days when department stores
or large discount chains targeted
promotions to mass audiences
according to broad definitions of age,
gender and income are giving way

to market segments composed of
individuals.

This is where the power
of Artificial Intelligence
comes to the fore.
By helping brands and retailers
understand consumers in a more
sophisticated way – linking not just
location data and shopping history
but also things like the items they’re
browsing, the look on their face
and even their style preferences on
social media – they can deliver that
personal experience people now
want.
In the chapters ahead, we’ll show
you how some of the world’s

best-known brands are using AI to
get closer to consumers, and to
deliver what individuals want at a
specific moment in time. AI can
help brands and retailers make
recommendations that feel more
intuitive, and help consumers make
faster, better decisions.
Many retailers are, with good reason,
fearful about what might lie ahead.
They don’t know what to expect,
yet they know to anticipate greater
change in the next 10 years than
they’ve been through in the past 50.
Never have challenges come from
so many directions. But then, neither
have the opportunities. Artificial
Intelligence is one clear way that
businesses can provide what the
Me-commerce shopper wants.

BRANDZ™ TOP 25 MOST
VALUABLE GLOBAL RETAIL
BRANDS 2016/2017
Shifting shopper habits and evolving priorities
are transforming the retail sector – and the
balance of power among retail brands.
Insights, analysis, key trends and retailer
profiles support this exclusive WPP report.
http://bit.ly/2qyRT1S
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The History
of Retail in
100 Objects

WHY RETAILERS
ARE AHEAD OF
THE TECHNOLOGY
CURVE - AGAIN

The definitive history of retail
through the eyes of the objects
that have defined it.

Since the days of the abacus to the early days of the internet, retailers have
consistently been at the cutting edge of technology. As David Roth’s History of Retail
in 100 Objects Book (retail100objects.com) shows, retailers have time and again
been the first adopters of fresh ideas and have deployed them in ways that have
helped make them mainstream. Over the years, those technologies have included:

PLATE GLASS

PALLETS

BARCODES

CREDIT CARDS

What would window
shopping be without it?
Selfridge’s in London’s
Oxford Street was an
early adopter, in 1909.

They’ve been with
us since 1945 and
there are now over
2 billion in use in the
US alone.

First used in retail in 1974;
the first product ever
scanned at a checkout
was a pack of Wrigley’s
Juicy Fruit chewing gum.

The first card was launched
in 1946, but rollout really
gathered pace in the late
1950s and 60s, as the
number of merchants
accepting cards grew.

Artificial Intelligence is the innovative technology of its time. Retailers
and the brands that sell at retail need to embrace it, if they are to equip
themselves to compete in the Me-commerce landscape we’re now facing.

From the very first transaction, retail has
always played a vital part in the fabric
of life. The history of retail and social
developments are inextricably linked.
We have defined the key objects that have
had a profound impact on the development
of retail, and detailed their contribution to
retail history.
In conjunction with our partners on this
project, Intel, we also looked into the future
to try to define which objects, not yet
invented, will have a considerable impact
on retailing in the future.

www.retail100objects.com

Also available as a podcast series,
free at the Apple iTunes store.
http://apple.co/1J7uWD4
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LOOKING SIDEWAYS
LESSONS IN AI FROM
PARALLEL BUSINESS
SECTORS
Consumers used to compare
one brand with another in its
category. Now, they expect
the best experience they’ve
ever had to be part of every
aspect of their lives. Anything
less is a disappointment.
Just as many of the challenges
to retail come from outside
the traditional boundaries of
the industry, we need to look
beyond retailing for some of the
solutions to current challenges.
This is why retailers should be
looking far beyond retail for
solutions to the pressures they
currently face. Banks, hospitals
and film studios might not be
in your industry, but they’re still
serving your customers.
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Here are some of the ways that businesses
outside the retail world are deploying Artificial
Intelligence to benefit their consumers.
AI-enabled wearable fitness
devices are now providing
users with personalized health
recommendations and information
tailored specifically to them. The
CaféWell Concierge, created by
Welltok and trialled by IBM staff
before a wider launch, nudges
people towards healthier living, and
learns about the wearer the more
it’s used.
Efficiency gains seen in other
sectors can also be applied to retail.
Watson bots that have been trained
to keep up with the vast amount of
literature published about cancer
– an estimated 44,000 new papers
a year – are being used to help
oncologists devise the best courses
of treatment to match individual

patients’ needs. Doctors at Korea’s
Gachon University Medical Center
are using an AI platform to help
them treat their cancer patients.
And in the entertainment
world, Fox studios used artificial
intelligence and machine learning
to help compile the trailer for its
AI-themed thriller, Morgan. The
technology was able to identify
the key ingredients of other film
trailers to make a big impact on
viewers, then search in Morgan
for scenes that were both visually
significant and also conveyed the
key emotional elements a trailer
needed. It selected a shortlist of
scenes featuring both tenderness
and terror, essential to the Morgan
story, making the editing process
– done by a human – far quicker
than it would otherwise have been.

ALL THE WORLD’S
A STAGE
WHY SMART BRANDS
ARE FOCUSING ON
EXPERIENCE – AND
HOW AI CAN HELP
Those were the days. Product,
promotion, place and price
used to be the sure-fire way
to hit the marketing jackpot.

Now, consumers want brands
that offer them an extraordinary
experience. A feeling, a picture
opportunity, a memory – or at
least the tools to create one for
themselves. Brands need to go
beyond meeting a need or leading
a category, and help a consumer
become the human being they
want to be.

Iain Ellwood is Chief Growth Officer
at experience agency Group XP. He
says experiences matter because,
in mature economies at least, levels
of relative wealth are high, and
simply owning a reliable fridge or TV
doesn’t bring the pleasure it used to.
This is coupled with a greater desire
to have a more flexible, connected
life.
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Time is now seen as a currency to
be spent on experiences, especially
those that can be photographed and
shared, and this is particularly so for
the young.
Their ability to own cars and houses
has decreased dramatically in the
last decade, while the desire to

connect with others has increased,
so Gen Ys and Millennials are much
more interested in living in the
moment, looking for experiences
in their day-to-day life, because
they know they’ll be working until
they’re 75.
That’s why you can charge £4 for a
coffee in a seductive environment,

when everyone knows the actual
cost of the coffee is nothing like that.
The brands that do this well are
not just the obvious ones, though
Apple and Nike are up there with
the best. Brands as diverse as
Pampers, Facebook, Tesla and IKEA
are all world leaders in customer
experience.

Even people who are not all
that wealthy still have a lot of
products, like TVs and cars.
When these products are
commoditized, what do we
become interested in? We look
for experiences that enhance
our lives.

The danger in talking about
experience is it sounds quite
tactical, but actually it’s about
harnessing the whole business
around the customer; it’s about
how a company invests in two
or three hallmark experiences
to generate the highest value
returns. There’s so much still
to be done in terms of great
experience strategy.
Tim Greenhalgh, Chairman and Chief Creative Officer,
Fitch Worldwide

Iain Ellwood, Chief Growth Officer, Group XP
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IS EXPERIENCE WORTH
INVESTING IN?
Group XP quantifies
the business impact of
outstanding experiences,
and has ranked the 30 most
successful global brands
that deliver extraordinary
experiences. The Group XP
Experience Index leverages
data from BrandZ™ – the
world’s largest brand equity
database – to evaluate
brands according to the
strength of their customer
experience. The Top 30
Global Experience Brands
have outperformed the global
MSCI index over the last five
years by 61 percent. “Our
data analysis has built the
statistical link between great
experiences and increasing
consumer demand, as well as
outperforming stock returns,”
says Ellwood.

What does it take?
In developing the Experience Index, Group XP has examined more
than 43,000 brands across 46 markets with BrandZ™ data and has
identified four key elements to building great brand experiences:

Impression
Stand for something unique

Interaction
Deliver on your most important needs

Responsiveness
Have brilliant online services and engaging content

Resilience
Strive to make people’s futures better
through a higher brand purpose

30

Artificial Intelligence can help brands in all
of these areas. Here’s how:

Sublimation
Customers are able to out-source simple, repetitive or menial tasks through
widgets and chatbots that are much more capable of delivering excellence.
Mining airline ticket prices or peak travel times is arduous unless supported by AI.
The City mapper app is a brilliant example of the increased usability and efficacy
of assisted travel planning delivered in a user-friendly experience. AI enables us to
re-direct lengthy tasks to a machine that delivers at quantum speed.

Brands that are able
to find meaningfully
relevant ways to use AI
as part of the overall
customer experience
will increase customer
preference and reap
significant financial
rewards.

Enrichment
The ability for humans to augment their current capabilities enables people to do
more with their life. Whether it’s a Tesla car that can anticipate and avoid a crash,
or an augmented reality app that helps doctors practise heart surgery without
ever losing a life, or using Alexa to find a great movie for while you’re making
dinner for the kids, AI amplifies our physical and cognitive reach.

Virtualization
We can also use AI to build worlds that are yet to exist or that may never exist. This
might be as simple as Ikea’s virtual kitchen builder app, or more engrossing online
adventures where we can become entirely different personas for an hour or so.
Using the brand’s “purpose” as a starting point provides businesses with a more
ambitious innovation roadmap that can generate entirely new revenue streams.
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HOW DOES IT
ACTUALLY WORK?
There are countless ways in which Artificial Intelligence tools can be used to help
retailers and brands improve their business and better serve their customers.
We’ve distilled them into four key challenges that are giving sleepless nights to
CEOs and marketing directors of retail and manufacturer brands.

In each of these sections, we outline
the challenges facing brands and
retailers, and look at how Artificial
Intelligence can be used to tackle
them.
We also feature work done by
pioneering brands already using AI in
each of these four areas, spanning a
wide spectrum of business categories
and a range of geographical markets.

These early movers
provide a sample of
the exciting work that’s
taking place right now –
and give a taste of what’s
likely to be possible in
future.
In each section, we also provide a
little food for thought; insight from
experts within WPP companies and

partners on why it’s so important to
consider AI as an essential tool of the
modern marketer.
We hope to whet your appetite. Then
we’ll give you some tips on getting
started – and overcoming some of
the internal resistance that’s inevitable
at times of great change.
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BRANDING & NEW
CUSTOMER RECRUITMENT
Using AI to reach out to new customers and build relationships

2

LIGHTING UP THE
PATH TO PURCHASE &
CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
The digital personal shopper – how AI helps with tailored
decision making
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3

PERSONALIZATION
& LOYALTY
The world really does revolve around your customer.
AI helps brands get personal

4

BEHIND THE SCENES,
BOOSTING EFFICIENCY
Using AI to make efficiency gains and improve margin
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BREAKING
THE ICE
USING AI TO
MAKE THE FIRST
APPROACH
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WHAT’S GOING ON?
It is more difficult than ever
for brands and retailers to
make meaningful connections
with busy, distracted
consumers. Everyone
want to catch people’s
eye, start conversations
with consumers, make
people smile and help solve
shoppers’ problems. Brands
want to target individuals
with truly valuable content
that’s a good fit – not just
to a demographic profile
or specific socio-economic
group, but to the right
moment in an individual’s day.

Getting both the message and the
timing right is a winning combination
that contributes to a positive initial
interaction with the brand for the
consumer; an experience that’s
powerful and memorable for the right
reasons.

How can AI help?
Artificial Intelligence is helping brands
selling products as diverse as cars and
cans of soup recruit new consumers
by reaching them in new, powerful
and cost-effective ways.
Artificial Intelligence can indicate to
a brand, by tracking huge volumes
of online activity, what percentage of
your audience is anxious, ambitious,
altruistic, angry or happy. This enables

brands to deliver highly personalized
content and conversations. It can
even help to come up with the
creative content – and spark ideas for
new products.
Machine learning can also be used
to identify and influence people who
are themselves influential among a
particular audience, and to help them
create relevant, shareable content.
All of this contributes to a positive
experience of a brand for a consumer,
essential in an era where people are
increasingly valuing their lives as the
sum of their experiences. Now, the
way a meal tastes has only about
the same importance as whether it’s
photogenic enough to be shared on
social media.
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Who are the early movers? How are brands
using AI to reach out to new customers?
Chevrolet has used AI-powered
marketing, or cognitive
communication, to promote its brand
promise ‘Find New Roads’. A Watsonpowered ‘Global Positivity System’
or alternative GPS allows consumers
have their social media persona
analyzed. The GPS ‘reads’ their
Facebook or Twitter posts and emojis,
generates a positivity score, highlights
their top three personality traits and
provides a detailed social personality
summary. It then recommends ways

The tour operator Thomson is
offering an ‘inspiration engine’ to
match travellers with potential holiday
destinations; travellers’ options are
tailored according to requests for, ‘a
cultured holiday with relaxation time’,
for instance.

that individual might like to find new
roads that match their personality,
such as touring a museum or
learning a new language.
The project kicked off with a
campaign at filling stations in four
cities, from Cape Town to Buenos
Aires, where motorists could have
their positivity scores assessed on
screens at the pump. The most
positive people were rewarded with
free fuel.

TANGY DYNAMOS AND
HOW TO KNOW IF
YOU’RE ONE OF THEM
Not even the most enthusiastic foodies get all
that excited about stock powder, but seasoning
producer Knorr knows that everybody has a
bunch of things they love to eat – and a few
they really hate. The AI-enabled Knorr Flavour
Selector game presents people with a series of
choices to make from delicious looking images
of food. Chocolate or king prawns for a Friday

night treat? Fresh sashimi or baked Camembert?
A series of quick-fire questions not only helps
people work up an appetite, it’s used to generate
a flavor profile for users, whether they’re Tangy
Dynamos, Roasted Romantics or perhaps Earthy
Idealists. Each profile then matches a series of
recipe suggestions. It provides useful information
in a way that feels fun.

WHO IS THE
WALRUS?
Sometimes, using AI in marketing seems like a bit of frivolous
fun – but it’s something that sparks conversations among
engaged consumers that makes people feel more warmly
about a brand. The British audio equipment specialist Superfi
used Watson’s Tone Analyser to track musicians’ mood
over time – and answer some big, important questions, like
‘Who’s angrier: The Beatles or Kanye West?’
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HOW IS AI MAKING
ADVERTISING
SHARPER AND
MORE EFFECTIVE?

Watson is really meant to
be a supporter of human
intelligence… it can just
do a lot of that processing
much faster than we can.
Monica Fogg, Head of Ad Product and Brand Marketing, The Weather Company
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Artificial Intelligence can be used to
determine when it’s the right time
to serve someone an ad, and then
allow that person to have a naturalsounding conversation … with the ad.
Data from The Weather Company is
being combined with a consumer’s
location data, and if it’s chilly, ‘time
for a steaming bowl of soup’ weather
where you are, then you might see
Campbell’s soup appear in your
Facebook feed or in a banner ad.
Similarly, GSK and Mindshare are
combining weather information
to help it better target its hayfever
medication, and plans to use analysis
of search terms around flu symptoms
to promote its Theraflu product.
Beyond helping brands get the
timing right, the other aspect of these
‘intelligent ads’ is that consumers
can simply speak to them – ask
for information and, in the case
of Campbell’s, ask ‘Chef Watson’
for some recipe suggestions that
incorporate their favorite soup
flavors. Watson can understand what
someone is asking for, ‘think’ about
the answer and then provide useful,
relevant information. Toyota and
Unilever are also rolling out intelligent
ads in 2017.

But can AI be creative?
The options for AI-driven marketing
are as flexible as you are creative.
And if you’re having an ‘off’ day for
creativity, you’re in luck because AI
can help there too.
Mondalez mints brand Clorets in
Japan launched two video ads in
mid-2016, one devised by an agency
creative and the other informed by an
AI brief generated through analysis of
a bank of award-winning ads. A public
vote determined the human being’s
commercial, featuring a woman
calligrapher was the winner – but only
just, taking 54 percent of the vote. The
AI ad included a flying dog wearing a
suit.
AI has even been used to write a song.
Grammy Award-winning producer
Alex Da Kid used Watson analysis
of the lyrics, rhythm, pitch, and
instrumentation of the top 100 songs
each week from a five-year period to
inspire his song ‘Not Easy’. Even the
album artwork was fuelled by AI.

Socking it to them –
how AI is helping brands
influence the influential

Carmaker Kia used Watson to help
identify social media influencers who
could buoy their Superbowl 2016
ad message both before and during
their prime 60-second spot. Artificial
intelligence matched personality traits
that Kia wanted to project – such as
openness to change, artistic interest
and striving to achieve – with famous
faces. Kia then sent brightly colored
pairs of socks to about 100 key people
– including actor James Maslow
and musician Wesley Stromberg – to
promote Kia as the fun option in a
world of bland beige. #AddPizzazz

DHL used a similar approach to
reach more than 1.2 billion people
on Twitter with its #AfricaAsOne
campaign ahead of the Rugby World
Cup 2015. AI filtering enabled the
brand to identify more than 65,000 key
people of influence across 45 African
countries, who could be contacted
via direct message. They were urged
to amplify DHL’s celebrations as a
single DHL-branded rugby ball made
its way through the African continent
to the event in London. The campaign
reach was enormous, and generated
publicity with an ad equivalent value of
more than £12 million.
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The digital innovation agency
AKQA has developed an AIpowered social media tool
that helps brands join Twitter
conversations in ways that
consumers actually welcome.

MIND IF I MAKE
A SUGGESTION?
AI HELPS BRANDS
FIND CONSUMERS
IN NEED

The Dialogue tool, which can be
deployed in less than a week for each
new brand, is powered by Watson.
Andy Hood, head of emerging
technologies at AKQA, explains that
social listening usually involves staff

responding to alerts that are triggered
by the use of a brand name or Twitter
handle.
“Huge numbers of people on Twitter
don’t use a company name in their
tweets. So, brands might never directly
engage in conversation with them.
However, people are often tweeting a
need for something like ‘I wish I could
do this’, or ‘This is broken’ or even
‘Look at this!’ – and if the brand has an
answer to these proclamations, they
can help and offer advice,” he says.

“What AI enables you to do is find
the conversations that a brand would
love to be part of. That’s through
natural language processing, and the
power of AI lies in interpreting what’s
been said to understand what the
need is. Then the same AI can trawl
through the subject matter of the
company and bring them an answer.
It gives audiences what they need
to solve their problem, and creates a
relationship.

The connections we make in
this way happen at scale, but
the nature of each is both
personal and individual
Andy Hood, Head of Emerging Technologies, AKQA
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In cases where someone is directed to a
website, dwell time is higher than from any
other source and is 60 percent higher than
from email or Facebook. This is because
the person has come to the site for a
specific reason and is invested in being
there, rather having nibbled some click-bait.

The idea is to help, not
immediately try to sell a product.

60%
of people respond
to the offer of help

99%
of responses are positive

You’re reaching out to
someone at their point of
need. The relationship you’re
creating is one of a brand
that’s come to you with a
solution, not just a message
saying ‘buy this product’
Andy Hood, Head of Emerging Technologies, AKQA
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THE DIGITAL
PERSONAL
SHOPPER
HOW AI HELPS
CONSUMERS
MAKE DECISIONS

WHAT’S GOING ON?
In a world of seemingly infinite choice, consumers are
looking not just for options, but for ways of sorting through
them all. They need help finding what they really, really want
– quickly and painlessly. They want ideas, but not too many;
suggestions that are tailored to their needs, and ideally in a
format they can search by asking questions, either by text
or voice. They want to be able to have a conversation in
the way they would talk with a friend via WhatsApp – using
natural language, not formalizing or simplifying their speech
into language they expect a search engine to understand.

42%
say “I often defer
to others when
making a decision”

say “In general, I find
making decisions difficult
because there are too
many choices”

31%
agree “I don’t have
time to consider which
brand I am buying”

33%
35,000

50

40%

the number of decisions an
average adult makes in a day

say “Most of the
time I’m happy for
someone else to make
decisions for me”

Source: Control Shift, J. Walter Thompson, 2016.
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How can AI help?
In stores and online, AI bots can
analyze vast amounts of information
from multiple sources; not just text
but also images and video, and data
on stock levels. By linking this with
what a consumer is willing to tell them
about what they’re looking for, the
bot can use human-style reasoning
to narrow down the options, and
then learn from what works and what
doesn’t.
Rather than typing ‘George Clooney’s
shoes’ into a search engine, or trying

to hunt down a dress just like the one
you’ve just seen but would struggle to
describe, AI can take in a picture and
find the closest match in its bank of
knowledge.
AI can also help consumers make
complex decisions when they’re
juggling a bunch of conflicting
requirements, such as wanting a
phone with a great camera and a
long-lasting battery – but not wanting
to spend more than they need to.
In this instance, ‘trade-off analytics’
help generate recommendations

based on how much weight an
individual consumer wants to give to
each item on their wish list. What’s
the best small car to buy if I’m looking
for a German brand, good price and
great fuel economy?
It’s the same kind of augmented
‘thinking’ that can help doctors weigh
up the advantages of a treatment to
a particular patient against the likely
side effects, and helps buyers – and
sellers – of financial services products
balance potential growth with
people’s appetite for risk.

Who are the early movers?
The brands using AI to make choosing less stressful

FLOWER POWER

HERE’S CHEERS!

The florist 1-800-Flowers.com has launched a digital
concierge powered by Watson that helps buyers find
just the right arrangement for the occasion. Named
GWYN, short for ‘Gifts When You Need’, the chatbot
does away with the need to scroll through pages and
pages of arrangements; instead, users just need to say
who they’re buying for and why – a birthday present
for a 35-year-old woman, for instance and they’re
offered a selection curated from the online catalogue.
Over time, GWYN learns which options people
actually choose, and improves its recommendations.

People who love good wine but don’t know their
tannins from their top notes can use the digital AIpowered digital sommelier Wine4.Me. Consumers
can tell the chatbot the names of some of the wines
they already know they like, and are then served
with recommendations of other wines with similar
characteristics, as determined by panels of experts.
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TURNING A PAGE

LEADING THE WAY

The online bookseller Alibris has used AI-powered
language and social media analysis to study the work of
more than 1,200 authors, and its consumers, and uses
this information to better match the right books with the
readers through its recommendations. It has reported a
plummeting site bounce rate, a tripling of dwell time on
the site, and a 61 percent lift in e-commerce conversions.

If you’re planning a trip, there’s no shortage of
information, pictures, blogs, reviews and videos. But that’s
the problem. How do you narrow it down, not just to
what suits you and your budget, but also what suits your
mission? What anyone wants in a hotel or destination
varies according to the occasion and who they’re with.
WayBlazer is an AI-powered web site that pulls together
everything published about places and properties,
and then finds matches according to the very human
requests a human being makes, not in ‘search’ language
but regular speech: ‘Where’s a good family destination
with snorkeling and hiking?’ will generate a range of
options that fit the bill. Try ‘Where’s great skiing in Europe
for beginners?’ or ‘Where can I dive with dolphins on my
honeymoon?”

WRAPPED UP
The search for the perfect jacket from the 350-odd that
The North Face has in its range can seem overwhelming,
but the brand is using a Watson chatbot to help people
narrow that search to the handful that suit them and their
needs. You don’t need to know anything about zips, tabs
or fillings; just tell the bot what you want the jacket for.
‘Hiking in Iceland in November’ or ‘spring walks in New
England’. It will ask a bit about who’s going to wear that
jacket and the colors and styles they prefer, then presto:
your selection. A desktop trial attracting 50,000 users was
a hit; three-quarters of people said they’d use it again,
and 60 percent clicked through to the recommended
items. A mobile version was launched as a result.
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Is this just for online
brands and digital
retailers?

sales. “It was helping me to find those
gifts that I hadn’t thought of yet,” one
shopper said.

Not at all. In fact, AI-powered tools
take account of the fact that shoppers
often want to bring the things they
love about e-commerce, like the
speed and convenience, to the
physical shopping experience. At the
Westfield San Francisco Center, for
instance, a screen-based gift-finding
tool was installed for the holiday
season, allowing shoppers to find
the perfect present to match the
recipient’s personality. The ‘Gift of
Insight’ project, powered by IBM’s
Watson, led to a 10 percent increase in

And the US department store chain
Macy’s has launched an AI-powered
virtual assistant designed to bring
some of the best of the online
shopping experience to its customers
in physical stores. The bot aims
to bring shoppers the speed and
convenience of e-commerce – and
the knowledge and intuition of the
best of its sales assistants. The digital
assistant works through shoppers’
own mobile phones and allows
them to ask questions – where are
ladies’ shoes, for instance – and get a
store-specific answer. Called “Macy’s

On Call”, the tool learns through
feedback, as users have the ability to
click ‘that’s not quite right’ when they
get an answer. And because the AI
picks up on subtle language cues, it
can detect frustration or urgency and
know when to get a real-life associate
to step in and help. Benefits are
multiple:
boosting sales by helping shoppers
find what they’re looking for
reducing frustration and deepening
engagement between brand and
shopper
using shopper input to generate
personalized recommendations

WHY BRAND MATTERS
WHEN CONSUMERS
SHARE DECISIONMAKING
Consumers are willing to share control of their decision making with the retailers and brands they trust.
Sometimes a reluctance to share control is not due to a lack of trust but because they actually enjoy
doing the shopping themselves, but usually there is a link.
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In most cases, trust is the
prerequisite that paves the way for
control delegation: trust not only in
product performance, but also in
the brand. Our analysis shows that
people who would trust brands to
manage their data are significantly
more open to the idea of automated
products and services across a
number of categories. If trust is
absent, people look to reassert
control and may refuse to engage.
Control Shift, a thought leadership project from The Innovation Group,
part of J. Walter Thompson Intelligence.
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WHY DOES
SIMPLICITY
MATTER?
…AND HOW NOT
TO FALL AT THE
LAST HURDLE

No one ever complains when
something is simple. It’s this
principle that has propelled
“conversational commerce”
– or commerce through
AI-powered chatbots – into a
trend with enormous traction.
Back when the internet was in its
infancy, one simple principle guided
users’ route to information: minimum
number of clicks. Why? Because
each click is a microscopic point
of friction. When these clicks are
necessary, they are tolerated, but
when they are not … they are not.
Everybody’s now learnt how to
navigate through web sites and
search online. But it still doesn’t feel
natural, and that’s why conversational
commerce resonates so strongly.

People want to converse. You
only need to look at the most
downloaded and used applications
and you’ll see that the majority are
based around human interactions
and conversations. And customers
want to converse in numerous ways,
be that via messenger applications,
via text, or via voice.
Hugh Fletcher, Digital Business
Consultant at Salmon, says
“Consumers also want to ask
questions in the way that they
choose, and get answers fast in ways
that are easily consumed. When they
ask which burger joint is the best in
town, they don’t want to sift through
reams of unstructured data; they
want the name, directions, and a
reservation. All of this is within reach,
thanks to Artificial Intelligence.”
But look out, because it’s obviously
not the whole solution.
Imagine conducting a conversation
about where to try on cool, but
affordable fashion in London. The
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chatbot, pulling together various
data sources might direct you to
Topshop on Oxford Circus. In the
future, it might even pass the lead
onto the shop so that the clothes
you’re interested in might already be
hanging up.
But imagine the sales person picks
up the wrong item, or the stock
just isn’t there. Whether or not the
conversation has been positive, the
overall experience has disappointed.
Conversational commerce is just
another interface. You wouldn’t
set up an e-commerce operation
without ensuring your logistics
worked, and the same applies here.
AI-powered commerce works at the
intersection of our desire for human
interaction, and the limitations of
human delivery.
Fletcher says: “Peter Diamandias, the
XPRIZE founder, got it spot on when
he said that augmenting, rather than
circumventing the human experience
is where conversation and its
contributing technologies work best.”
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THE
CUSTOMER
REALLY IS
ALWAYS
RIGHT

AI HELPS BRANDS
GET PERSONAL
60

WHAT’S GOING ON?
Every brand wants to make
their customers feel special,
but this is often difficult to
achieve globally and at scale.
As consumers demand everfaster service, and brands and
retailers have the means to
provide it, there’s a danger
that convenience and
service become the focus
of consumer choice, at the
expense of product and brand.
This throws into question
long-established rules about
how to win a consumer – and
how to keep them loyal.

But Artificial Intelligence is changing
the game, again. It promises brands
and retailers the chance to create
truly personal interactions that, in
some ways, bring back the kind of
service that only the manager of a
local greengrocer – or an upmarket
boutique – could previously bring to
a regular customer: real conversation
when the shopper wants it, and truly
tailored service.

How can AI help?

This can take retailing to a whole new
level; one that puts the consumer
in the driving seat, and gives brands
chance to be part of their journey –
now and in the longer term.

2. By helping brands curate – and
even create – products tailored to
the individual

Artificial Intelligence can help brands
in three ways to make consumers feel
like individuals rather than numbers.
1. Through customer service that
understands their needs quickly
and responds appropriately –
or enables a human being to
respond

3. By using known preferences to
build loyalty and repeat purchase
Let’s take these one by one.

KANTAR RETAIL’S RETAILING 2020 vision
“The importance of retail brands in helping shoppers simplify their lives will likely continue
to be crucial, but in 2020, the brand will be less standard and more tailored to the specific
customer. Touch points will be more complex and require proficient integration. The key to
bringing this all together is a retailer’s conversational marketing skills. Leading retailers will
be … those that are the best conversationalists – good at listening to their shoppers’ needs,
along with communicating a secure and self-confident image to their consumers. This
conversational prowess will also help retailers leverage other best-in-class brands they sell
to build their equity.”
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1

AI
AS A CUSTOMER
SERVICE TOOL
Many consumers’ first ever experience with AI is through customer-service
pop-up chat windows on web sites. These vary enormously in their
ability to give people the level of service they expect. Some stumble with
questions on anything more complex than store opening hours; the best
of them can handle complex queries, can prioritize inquiries according to
their level of urgency, and can call in a real person before the user knows
the bot is getting out of its depth. Some of the most advanced systems can
already gauge the mood and even the anxiety levels of customers from
their tone of voice and the language they use – either spoken or written.

The value of using a bot to field
simple inquiries and questions
– and gradually more difficult
ones as it learns – it that it frees
up human customer service
specialists to get to the most
desperate customers with the
most complicated problems faster.

Hang on a minute…
why customer service
needs to step it up

33%
of millennials are only
willing to wait 1 to
3 minutes to get a
response.

Chatbots can also be deployed
as a staff-facing tool, to help
employees quickly find the
information they need.

56%

And speed really is of the essence;
there’s little consumer tolerance
for being kept waiting, especially
among millennials – and that’s
about 1.8 billion people.

of millennials have switch
from one company to
another because of
underwhelming
customer service.

270
52%

billion service calls
are made annually

have hung up
on a customer
service call.

Source: IBM
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Early movers:
How are leading brands already using AI to improve customer service?

Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) has
launched an online chatbot for its
small-business customers designed
to field some of the most commonly
asked questions. The bot, called
“Luvo”, can understand customers’
questions and help resolve problems
such as lost Pins or cards.

The digital content and
technology agency Volume
has done away with
standard web site features
like clickable menus and
has a web site that is now
fully cognitive. It tells
each visitor something
different, determined by
the questions they ask.

Dutch airline KLM is equipping its
customer service agents with an
AI chatbot that suggests answers
to customers’ questions based on
that person’s data. The company
describes it as “the best of both
worlds – a timely answer, a correct
answer and a personal answer. The
best of humans and the best of tech.”

Mastercard is using a bot called Kai to
allow users of Facebook Messenger to
check activity on their accounts and
set up financial management tools.
Another bot for merchants allows
customers to buy something by
sending a Facebook message and pay
for it with Mastercard’s digital Wallet.

Very chatty
The online retail company Shop Direct has launched
the “Very Assistant” to answer questions from
shoppers on its Very.co.uk platform. The chatbot
allows customers to use WhatsApp-style chatty
language to track an order, make and check
payments and request account number reminders.

AI will change the game and we’re backing
it in a big way … in the long term, we
believe AI-driven CUI will go even further
by democratizing the personal shopper.
We will chat to (customers) about the best
products, style ideas and offers, and help
them select what’s right for them. The
more customers talk to us the better we’ll
know them – AI learns on its own. Why
should top-notch personalized service be
restricted to those who can afford to shop
in Bond Street? It’s a bold ambition, but
it fits our goal of becoming a world class
digital retailer and we believe in it.”
Alex Baldock, Group CEO at Shop Direct
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2

AI
AS A
PERSONALIZATION
TOOL

The ability to better understand what a customer is looking for – and perhaps more
importantly, the way they’re feeling and their motivations – enables brands and
retailers to personalize their response to that person.
Personalization can be as simple as
a travel company knowing when to
suggest an alternative flight, based
on what they already know about
a customer’s bookings. It could
be putting together a collection of
fashion or household items that
work together and match customer
preferences. Or, it could mean
offering a service or product designed
just for that individual.
Personalization and customization
can be a powerful antidote to the
squeeze on margins being fuelled
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by online price-cutting. They
provide consumers with products
and experiences they see as highly
valuable, and for which they are
prepared to pay a premium. And by
offering people something they’re
more likely to love, it can reduce the
rate of costly returns.
From breakfast cereal to couture,
pioneering brands are already using
AI-powered conversations to tailor
what they offer to the tastes of
the individuals, not just by asking
questions of a consumer but by

drawing on information that’s already
available and that they’re willing to
share.
This means it’s now possible to have
a retailer or brand select a summer
wardrobe comprising items that
not only will you like, but that will
suit you and are currently in stock.
This technology can also link with
‘magic’ mirrors, which allow people to
virtually try things on, either in store or
at home, by superimposing products
on their reflection.
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46%

Why do brands need to personalize?

74%

say ‘I am more likely to
buy a product that has
been customized to my
specifications’ 1

agree ‘I would be less inclined
to buy from a company that
was not seeking ways to
personalize their product/
service to me – this has
become the standard I
expect’ 1

68%

71%

of these people are
prepared to pay a
premium for them 2

Early movers:
How are brands using AI to offer personalization customers love?

of people would be likely
to buy a brand if they let
the consumer have more
influence over
their product 1

40%

The online fashion and accessories brand Roztayger
provides AI-powered inspiration to guide fashionistas
in their browsing. Shoppers can get personalized
recommendations of the labels that will best fit their own,
individual style – based on their Facebook activity, Twitter
feed, or a description they provide of themselves. What
people like, the comments they make and pictures they
post are all part of the ‘Designer Match’ analysis.

Bear Naked granola invites online shoppers to blend
their own recipe made from their choice of more than
50 ingredients, from jalapenos to pomegranate. ‘Chef
Watson’ assesses your combination and judges how tasty
it’s likely to be against its understanding of the flavors

Luxury carmaker Bentley has created the Inspirator
app, which uses facial-recognition technology to guide
buyers towards the perfect SUV for them. The Inspirator
presents a series of images to the viewer and deduces a
preference from their responses.

Deloitte’s Amsterdam headquarters can recognize
employees and their vehicles and, thanks to 28,000
sensors, can direct them to parking or work spaces,
adjust the lighting and even make them a coffee just the
way they like it.

that tend to work well together. So adding curry to your
pineapple and choc-chips returns a low ‘flavor synergy’
score. Pecans score better as a tasty alternative.

of consumers aged
16-30 are attracted to
personalized goods
and services 2

1
2

Source: Control Shift, J. Walter Thompson, 2016
Source: Deloitte, Bain & Co
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Everyone’s heard about the promise of
autonomous cars, but there are ways that Artificial
Intelligence is already combining with the Internet
of Things to automate aspects of people’s lives.

HOW AI
HELPS BRANDS
WIN THE
LOYALTY
CONTEST

AI and connected ‘things’ – from cars and
fridges, to buttons in your laundry linked
to an online detergent retailer, are helping
people quickly and easily buy what they
need right when they need it – or, ideally,
before they need it.
When brands win a consumer’s
permission to automatically re-order
when stocks are running low, it has won
loyalty of a quality that’s rarely been
seen before. And, just as importantly,
by making itself the automatic choice, it
has locked the competition out of that
consumer’s life.
Research by J.Walter Thompson in 2016
shows consumers around the world are
increasingly open to machines making
suggestions and even making purchases
for them. They are most comfortable
with taking advice when it comes to
health, money and cars, and are happiest
with full automation based on their
previous buying patterns when selecting
airlines and hotels.
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Is automated shopping a reality, really?

51%

49%

Early movers:
How are brands using AI to automate orders and win loyalty?

of global respondents said
they would be happy to give
over decision making to an
expert or automated system
in certain situations

That was easy...

of people are open to
some kind of automated
purchasing

All systems go

22%

of global respondents would
be happy for an automated
system to make a decision
based on their previous
behaviour/purchases in
certain situations

BUT... 67%

agree ‘If everything is
personalized based on my past
behaviour, there’s no room for
me to discover new things’

Cars in 2017 will be able to divert for petrol when
they’re running low, pay for the fuel, edit news for their
owners on the go, remind drivers of errands to do on
the way home and even order their favorite coffee for
collection. OnStar Go is a ‘cognitive mobility’ platform
created in partnership between General Motors and
IBM, building Watson AI capabilities into GM cars.
It will be available in more than two million 4G LTE
connected vehicles by the end of 2017 and via a GM
app for other motorists.
Watson will learn each driver’s habits and preferences
and, with their permission, link with brands providing
fuel, hospitality, media and other services. It can
potentially remind a father to pick up baby formula at
a pharmacy on his way home from work, and let a
shopper know their order from a nearby retail store
is ready for collection. It could also recommend
restaurants when a motorist goes to an unfamiliar city.

There’s a novelty item on desks in offices across
the US: a red plastic button that, when pressed,
says ‘That was easy!’. The office products supplier
Staples has now taken the popularity of this
executive toy and created a hi-tech version of the
Easy Button that makes shopping and interacting
with Staples as simple as hitting a button.
When a customer speaks into the new Easy
Button, augmented intelligence works to
understand what the user wants to do, from
product ordering and reordering, shipment
tracking, checking on reward summaries and
processing back-to-school
lists from scanned images
provided by customers.
If they say ‘I need some
more blue pens’,
the response will be
personalized based
on what’s been chosen
before; a quick check with
the customer that this is what
they want – all using voice, no
keyboards – and a purchase is confirmed. Easy!

Source: Control Shift, J. Walter Thompson, 2016, US and UK respondents
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AI AND LOYALTY
IN AN AGE WHERE
MACHINES MAKE
YOUR DECISIONS
HUGH FLETCHER
Global Head of Consultancy and Innovation
Salmon

The seeds of our digital and
automated future have already
been sown; be it Nespresso’s
Bluetooth-connected coffee
machine, the Brita Infinity
Wi-Fi connected pitcher that
reorders your filters based
on usage, Tesla’s over-the-air
upgrading of its software or
the entrance of Amazon and
Google into the connected
home market with their Alexa
and Home solutions; the future
of digital and digital commerce
is on the cusp of a revolution.
Our retail future will be much
more based on interactions with
machines, which will make purchasing
decisions on our behalf, based on
pre-determined permission and
parameters. This trend lies at the
crossroads between connected
devices, AI, and consumers’ increased
comfort with sharing their data.
The rise in subscription models,
Amazon Dash, Nest and the selflearning thermostat - all of these
trends point to a future in which
data and machines will play a more
prominent role and where consumers
will be able to be less proactive. This
fundamentally changes the rules of
customer acquisition and loyalty.

Loyalty 2.0
In the digital age, purchase decisions
are heavily driven by ease and
74

convenience, as well as by money
saving. Research about automated
purchasing conducted by Salmon in
summer 2016 showed that 37 percent
of customers see time-saving as the
key benefit to automated purchasing.
The same percentage identifies
money saving as an advantage of a
connected shopping experience, and
25 percent identify convenience as
the top benefit. Just look at the rise of
Amazon Prime as a clear signal of the
demand for faster, more convenient
delivery. Brand and product aren’t
what’s driving this trend.
Is brand loyalty dead, then? No, but it
could be that future loyalty will depend
more heavily on the service that a
brand provides than the equity of the
brand itself.
Brands and customers that are “locked
in” – through automated ordering – to
mutually beneficial relationships will
win, while brands that are “locked
out” will need to work much harder to
regain traction.

How can AI help brands
turn these risks to their
advantage?
There are many ‘must do’s’ for brands
in this new era of loyalty. These
include pushing to own as much of
the relationship with the consumer as
possible, as Nespresso does with its
coffee machines, coffee capsules and
ordering service. At the same time,
where there are gaps in expertise,

brands should form smart partnerships
with other brands and manufacturers;
food brands working with fridge
producers, for instance.
But there are two pressing obligations
for brands that lend themselves to the
deployment of AI.

1. Investing in service
With loyalty to service increasing,
the obvious thing to do is invest
in service. That could be anything
from delivery to customer
handling. If AI can shorten waiting
times for help online, or help
consumers find what they need
more easily, use it.

2. Creating better
relationships,
becoming less
transactional
Brands that add value through
personalization or loyalty schemes
should fare better in a world of
automated commerce. AI offers
brands and retailers the chance
to tailor everything – from the
product itself to delivery and
after-care – to an audience of
one. For customers already in
relationships with brands, there
is an opportunity to deepen that
link beyond convenience; if not, it
may increase a brand’s chances of
breaking their existing “locked in”
relationship.
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BEHIND THE
SCENES
USING AI TO MAKE
EFFICIENCY GAINS
AND IMPROVE
MARGIN
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WHAT’S GOING ON?
The Internet of Things is
transforming the way people
shop and think about brands
– because consumers are
gradually allowing their
devices to make purchase
decisions for them. And that’s
generating more data for
brands and retailers to grapple
with. Yes, even more data.
But introduce Artificial Intelligence to
the mix and you have a potent pairing
of technological forces that stands to
help retail brands leap into the future.

AI can process all that new data that’s
being generated – in fractions of a
second – and draw insights from it
that feed into the consumer need for
Me-commerce, and retailers’ need to
work more efficiently.
Data can be visualized in a dashboard
format so that information is
democratized throughout a business;
store managers and staff will be able
to plan more effectively, decide what
to do first and what to do next, and
interrogate a collection of databases
by ‘chatting’ with them through a
chatbot Q&A format.

By connecting data streams from
the digital and physical worlds,
retailers can receive not just realtime information about every aspect
of their stores, but also insights
that enable them to make better
operational decisions, improve
customer service and be vastly more
efficient.

Chain stores can already draw on the
best centrally held information and
processes, and link that knowledge
with hyper-local information. Local
information can be as diverse as the
fact it’s likely to rain tomorrow, red
dresses are trending on Twitter, it’s the
last day of term at the school nearby,
and the display in aisle three is about
to topple over.

This promises to transform retail
outlets as diverse as fast-food
restaurants, department stores,
supermarkets, airports and even zoos.

Connected things and AI analysis can
help retail brands identify locations
for new stores, and can even manage

leases for those businesses that have a
vast property portfolio to oversee.
And this is just the beginning.

How can AI help?
AI tools can digest and learn from
data to help brands and retailers:

Know more about
customers
Win new customers and
keep existing ones
Provide more and better
services
Reduce costs
Increase efficiency and
margin
Protect customers and
businesses in the surge
towards Me-commerce
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Joined-up thinking – here’s what you can connect:

1

PEOPLE
Consumer spending
Population movement
Income
Number of households
Household savings

PLACES
Existing stores footprint
New buildings
Office and employees
Rail passengers
Weather
Stadiums
Medical Institutes

PRODUCTS
Sales tickets
SKU level sales and stock
Pricing and promotions
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3 ways AI can soup up your store

2

IMPROVE THE
SHOPPER
EXPERIENCE

IMPROVE
OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY

Artificial Intelligence can help retailers
and brands bridge the gap between
the physical world shoppers love
to be in, and the digital world they
find so convenient. A store can now
recognize a shopper – either by their
car or their loyalty details – send
them personalized offers when they
reach relevant areas of the store, or
let staff know to prepare their order
for collection. RFID tags on products
can let staff see where items are
being picked up and looked at more
closely, and guide sales assistants
to where they’re most likely to be
needed. The shopper starts to feel
the store is anticipating their needs,
as pain points such as queues for
payment are minimized.

Retail brands including Starbucks,
McDonald’s and Macy’s are using AI
and the Internet of Things to improve
operational efficiency. Sensors can
spot anomalies in variables like
shopper behavior, trolley location,
refrigeration, food quality, when bins
need emptying, lighting and air quality,
along with local weather and local
events. AI can be taught to respond
automatically or to recommend
action to staff. It can call in contractors
before an appliance develops a fault
– and check their invoice matches
the time actually spent on the job. It
can also track worker safety, alerting
someone if unusual movement or a
sudden change in body temperature
is monitored. A zoo in the US was able
to relocate its rubbish bins so that they
were a better match with the parts
of the complex where people were
finished with their food and drink.

3

IMPROVE
MERCHANDISING
‘Smart’ shelving that’s equipped
with Internet of Things connections
can help retailers achieve that allimportant goal of having not just the
right assortment – but having it in the
right place at the right time. Running
out of a sought-after item is not only
a missed opportunity to make a sale
but a source of huge frustration for
consumers. Connected displays,
along with RFID-tagged items, ensure
this most basic of retailing rules is
followed, and reduces the risk of
going ‘out of stock’. This tracking can
also be used to highlight patterns
in the way people shop, what they
pick up and what gets left on the
shelf. Smart fitting rooms that know
which items have been brought in
can then recommend co-ordinating
items, picture them together or show
alternative colors and styles, and work
as an up-selling and cross-selling tool.
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Early movers:
How are brands using AI to save money & forecast success?
Stopping the rot
Walmart is saving huge amounts of
time – and more than $1.4 billion a
year – by using smart systems that
tell staff when fridges aren’t working
or have been left open. The system
doesn’t just sound an alarm but
prioritizes work, automates work
orders in the most efficient way and,
crucially, cut down on time-wasting
false-positive reports of malfunctions.
It can even anticipate ahead of time
when a fridge might be likely to fail,
meaning it can be inspected before
it causes a problem. The result is not
just a huge reduction in the amount
of food being wasted, but better
quality produce for shoppers.

Dress code:
smarter than you think
Australian fashion designer Jason
Grech created his collection for
Melbourne Spring Fashion Week
2016 using cognitive technology
to inform his creations. Watson
combined 10 years of runway fashion
images with real-time social buzz to
analyze past successes and predict
future trends in color and design,
prompting Grech to work in pastel
tones for the first time. Watson also
analyzed and combined architectural
images – one of his great inspirations
– with fashion images, to suggest
lines and textures for new designs.

This is fast to set up. It can be done
within hours and days, not months
and quarters. You can see results
almost immediately.
IoT and Smarter Workplace Strategist at IBM John “Smarty” Smart says a
pilot program called ‘Give us a store’ is a way retail brands can dip a toe in
this kind of technology and prove the case for broader investment.

Where do you begin?
Thinking outside (and inside)
the big-box store
IBM offers an AI-powered dashboard for retail managers
called SAM, or Store Advisor Manager. It helps managers
see quickly and easily, in real time, what’s going on in
and around the store, making calculations, drawing
correlations, making predictions and formulating
suggestions that would take teams of staff weeks and
months – but in seconds.
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AI is also helping media agencies, creatives and marketing
teams generate timely content that hits its mark.
WPP’s SocialZ tool is a BrandZ™
real-time social media data
dashboard that demonstrates how
brands are perceived in real time. It
uses graphics, pictures and video
to present a lively and highly visual
representation that can be pivotal in
pitches for new business.

USING AI
TO PAINT A
PICTURE OF
BRANDS IN
REAL TIME
84

Patrick Charlton is Director &
Co-Founder of marketing data
intelligence business Buzz Radar,
whose AI-powered technology
fuels SocialZ. He explains that by

collecting an organization’s key
marketing data in one place, it
can draw connections between
organic and paid media activity,
conversations on social, and
business results – and start making
predictions. A crucial aspect of
their work is an easy-to-understand
command center making critical
data insights accessible to people
throughout the whole marketing
process, not just data scientists and
analysts. The technology can also
provide guidance on the potential

effectiveness of creative content and
sentiment, not just where to buy the
most cost-effective space.

Clients now need a data-driven marketing
approach – and the ability to deliver
personalized consumer engagement
programs that work’. This is where AI is key.
Igor Tolkachev, The Store WPP
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GUIDE RAILS
FOR WORKING
WITH
ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

Retailers grappling with
consumer demand for
‘Me-commerce’ and at the
same time considering the
possibilities that AI can offer
are, understandably, looking
for some rules to play by.
David Roth, CEO of The Store WPP,
EMEA and Asia, has looked at the best
of the work with AI that’s going on
around the world. He’s also drawn
on WPP companies’ experience over
many decades working with brands,
retailers and consumers to come up
with a brief guide for new players in
this space.

There’s a particular focus
on chatbots, which tend to
be a brand’s first experience
with Artificial Intelligence,”
he says. But bots and all the
other uses of AI featured here
are not the end of the story.
They’re barely the beginning.
In fact, we think we’re at
about 5am on Day One of the
AI-enabled world.
David Roth, CEO, The Store WPP, EMEA and Asia
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As you start to think about what’s possible, bear in mind the following:
Six rules for making the best use of Artificial Intelligence

1

2

Be valuable,
not just clever
The novelty of technology wears
off quickly; don’t imagine shoppers
being delighted about the fact that it’s
a chatbot, for instance, telling them
there’s a special offer on their size,
rather than a human sales assistant.
What matters is that they’re getting
timely and personal information that’s
genuinely useful. The same goes
for other applications of AI. Address
real-life concerns and use AI to make
people’s lives easier or better, because
they won’t love it for the tech alone.

Speak your language
David Marcotte, Senior VP market
Insights America with Kantar Retail,
warns against using AI everywhere
in the shopping process that it’s
possible to inject it. Do less than is
possible; be sparing and use it only
when it makes real sense, otherwise
you risk annoying consumers or
being ignored. He points to virtual
supermarkets in subway stations that
a year or two ago were the ‘next big
thing’ but have not taken off. “The
novelty wears off extremely quickly if
it’s not a real solution for consumers,”
Marcotte says.
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Brands have always projected
a personality and tone of voice
through their products, advertising
and their presence in physical retail.
Now, with AI, there are new ways
that brands can vocalize what their
brand represents. Ensure that any
AI-powered experience – such as a
chatbot offering advice to a shopper
– matches the tone and flavor of the
broader brand experience. If your
brand is quirky and irreverent, then the
bot experience should give a sense
of that too. Many bots now focus on
being quick and providing just the
answer, which is just right for some
brands – and for consumers who find
attempts to be too chatty a bit weird.
Test how ‘human’ or robotic your
users expect your brand to be, and do
what makes them feel human – even
if that means stopping short of what
the bot is capable of.

Automation and smart tech are not
substitutes for proper end-to-end customer
engagement. They should fit seamlessly
into a holistic customer experience that
delivers consistency across all touchpoints.
New technologies can often seem alien or
creepy, and people may take time to get
accustomed to them. It’s important that
marketing champions the solutions rather
than the technology powering them. The
more discreet the technology, the better.
Elizabeth Cherian, Director, The Innovation Group, J. Walter Thompson Intelligence
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Six rules for making the best use of Artificial Intelligence

3

Be human, but don’t lie
If you’re using AI-powered technology
to speak to someone – whether that’s
a customer or a member of staff - be
honest with that person about who
they’re talking to.

75%

agree that “I’d prefer
to know whether I’m
chatting online with a
chatbot or a human”

I would be freaked out if I
thought something was real
and then I found out it was
a bot. But if you know it’s AI
and it speaks naturally, not
just in a succinct way but with
some empathy that makes
the interaction more personal
for me, it becomes useful.
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Listen and learn
Track what your AI tools are doing,
seek feedback and adapt on the go as
you understand people’s preferences,
what’s working in a particular store or
with a particular shopper, and what
might be annoying people. AI tools
can help brands do this passively, by
reading shoppers’ facial expressions
in a store, for instance, but it doesn’t
hurt to ask, either; just over half of UK
consumers surveyed by MindShare
in 2016 said they’d be happy to
provide quick feedback after a chatbot
conversation.

5

Know when enough’s
enough – and don’t let
go of the reins
Train your AI systems to know when
they’re out of their depth and need
to hand over to a real person. In the
case of a chatbot, teach them to read
the signs of user frustration, and to
know even before the customer does
that the issue is more complex than
the bot can manage. Give users an
alternative to the technology – a way
to transfer to a staff member either

48%

in person, on a live chat or on the
phone - and put the power to opt
out in their hands as well as the bot’s.
And remember that AI tools don’t
just need initial training before being
let loose on your customers; like
any newly trained member of staff,
they need supervision, guidance and
correction. That’s how they improve.

48%

John Cunningham, Chief Technology Officer, Possible

agree “it feels
creepy if the chatbot
is pretending to be
human”

Source: UK study ‘Humanity in the Machine’, 2016, by Mindshare

4

79%

60%

agree that “I’d need
to know a human
could step in if I
asked to speak to
someone”

agree that “it would feel
patronising if a chatbot
started asking me how
my day is going”

agree “it would be more
frustrating if a chatbot
couldn’t solve my
problem better than a
human”

Source: UK study ‘Humanity in the Machine’, 2016, by Mindshare
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Six rules for making the best use of Artificial Intelligence

6

Think big. Look
beyond what you can
do today
The early movers whose work
with AI is featured in this report
are at the cutting edge of what’s
doable right now. But they are
just dipping a toe in a pool of
possibility that promises to be
utterly transformational for the
world of retail. Don’t be limited by
what’s already being done or by
what can be done tomorrow.
Tim Greenhalgh, Chairman and
Chief Creative Officer of Fitch
Worldwide, says retail design
in future will no longer be
about creating either beautiful
destination stores in the physical
world or clever apps for online
shopping; everything now has to
work in concert to cater to every
possible way shoppers will be able
to buy.

Retail, at the end of the
day, is about people…
the experience of
shopping and when
they spend time with
you, whether at home
or outside. Retail in
future is going to be
in a constant state of
beta.
Tim Greenhalgh, Chairman and Chief Creative Officer,
Fitch Worldwide
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MAKING THE
FIRST MOVE
THE RIGHT
MOVE
“AI is set to be the defining technology trend of this century. With
its advocates arguing it could help solve humanity’s greatest
issues such as cancer or poverty, and its critics arguing it could
end humanity, it’s clear that AI’s impact will be utterly profound.
While the visions of both its proponents and detractors are many
years and decades away, we will all need to start getting used to
interacting directly with AI, whether in virtual or physical form.”
Jeremy Pounder, Futures Director, Mindshare

All businesses need to interact with
their customers directly, and the
chatbot is the first manifestation of
AI powering that interaction.
Understanding how that can be
done in a way that not just suits the
business through efficiency savings
but also offers the customer a
faster, better, more satisfying
experience is critical. And the key
to that is being respectful of the
end user and delivering a positive

interaction that respects their
humanity.
Interacting with a self-learning
machine has the potential to be a
dehumanizing experience, and no
doubt many mistakes will be made
by businesses along the way. But
the brands that start experimenting
first will be the ones that can learn
fastest and reap the rewards from
the upcoming AI revolution.”
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WHAT’S
YOUR
PROBLEM?

52%

of UK and US consumers
want a say in how brands
manage their personal
data; This ranks #1 (above
price) as the factor they’re
most interested in 1

46%

THE REASONS WHY
USING ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE IN YOUR
BUSINESS SOUNDS TOO
HARD – AND WHY IT
DOESN’T HAVE TO BE

63%

of UK smartphone
users would consider
messaging an online
chatbot to get in touch
with a business or brand 2

1
2

98

of global consumers want a
say in how brands manage
their personal data; it ranks
in the top three of their
concerns, along with price
and discounts/offers 1

Source: ‘Control Shift’, a thought leadership report by The Innovation Group, JWT Intelligence
Source: ‘Humanity in the Machine’ a report by Mindshare Huddle
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A bot can’t possibly learn
overnight everything it
needs to know about my
business

It’s too expensive to set
up, and I don’t know it
will work for my brand
Starting off doesn’t need to be
expensive at all; for example AI
analysis can be done using existing
data streams, and adding extra layers
of input and analysis can be done in
stages as required. Bots can be quickly
and inexpensively trained to answer
frequent questions from staff and
customers – how to reset passwords,
or how to apply for maternity leave,
for instance. In stores, trials involving a
single store for three months can be
launched in a couple of days and then
used to prove the case for greater
investment. The cost of some of the
kit involved in generating new data –
such as motion sensors and cameras
to capture facial expressions – has
come down significantly recently, to
just a few dollars in some cases. Start
small, prove it works, adapt and then
expand. The Watson ‘Give us a store’
program for retailers addresses this
very concern. See it in action on a
small scale, and then look at going
deeper.
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This is true. AI works through learning,
and learning takes time and some trial
and error. If you want to teach an AI
system to be able to diagnose cancer,
or some other highly complex task,
then that’s going to take time and
money to achieve. Even the smartest
bot won’t become expert overnight
and will need, as a human does, a
period of supervised, on-the-job
training afterwards to hone its skills.
But not all the tasks that brands ask
of AI are this complex. Chat bots
for call centers can be launched
ready-trained to answer many of the
most common questions, such as
‘where’s my nearest store?’ or ‘what
time do you close?’, and this kind
of knowledge can be taught pretty
much overnight. By allowing an AI
tool to handle these simple questions,
human staff can spend more time on
the more complex inquiries. And the
chat bot doesn’t ever tire of answering
the same question again and again.

I need to be able to
prove ROI, not just that
it’s cool to have or works
in general
Small trials and a ‘lean start-up’
approach mean investment can start
small, with a view to adapting and
learning from what works best, which

isn’t the same for every category,
retailer or brand. Simple A-B testing,
tracking performance indicators
such as conversion rates and basket
sizes, will show clearly whether a
new approach is working within a
short space of time. Old measures
of sentiment analysis can track the
number of positive and negative
tweets and draw conclusions about
overall sentiment in real time, but
Watson can add context that helps
explain not just what people are
saying but why.

users. In fact, as well as being happy
having a conversation with a chatbot,
JWT research shows that more than
a third of British and American people
would be comfortable with a robot
that can cook, clean and even take
care of an elderly relative who needs
constant care. What’s important here
is trust in the brand behind the bot,
and reassurance that the consumer is
in control, not the technology.

I’m worried about
privacy, and so are my
customers

My customers (and my
colleagues) don’t want
to talk to robots
Actually, most people don’t mind
talking to a bot when they know
that’s what they’re doing, and in many
cases, people actually feel happier
sharing information with a bot than
with a real person. Messaging apps
including Kik, Slack and Telegram
already have well-used chatbot
platforms, and the social assistant
Xiaoice, developed by Microsoft in
China, has more than 40 million

AI-themed movies tend not to
have happy endings, and it’s easy
for brands to seem creepy to their
customers if they’re not careful in the
way they use big data. This is where
the power of a brand – and the trust a
brand has earned from its customers
– becomes so important. Consumers
are, understandably, concerned about
what they share, so make it clear to
customers what value they get in
return for sharing their data, keep that
data safe, and make sure what you
provide is truly valuable to them.

A system of sensors tracking
someone’s every move in their home
sounds like spying; yet if that system
allows an elderly person to stay safe in
their own home knowing something
amiss will be spotted and they’ll get
help, that starts to sounds like a good
deal.

I like efficiency, but
This crosses a lot of
don’t want to put a
internal boundaries.
Who do I have to talk to? bunch of colleagues out
of a job when the bots
take over
If all the elements of what’s possible
with AI tools are applied to a retail
brand, then everyone from marketing
to merchandising, online, social
media, human resources and logistics
could potentially be involved – along
with various partner agencies. But
starting small, and focusing on a
specific challenge rather than all of
these things at once, means it needs
buy-in from a smaller pool of people.
Then, as the results start to come in,
they should provide the evidence of
return on investment that each new
player in the game needs to see.
They should speak for themselves.
It’s inevitable that tools that have
an impact on multiple divisions are
somewhat complex to implement for
a business that operates as distinct
departments, but what business today
doesn’t say it wants to break down
silos and focus on the consumer?

You’re not alone. In fact, in 2015, 9
percent of people surveyed in the
US and UK said they feared that, one
day, humans would be replaced
by automated systems and robots
in many workplaces. That was up
from 8 percent who said the same a
year earlier. Watson is not designed
to replace people, but rather to
support them. The idea is that simple
questions – when does the next flight
Air France flight from Paris to New
York depart – can be answered by a
bot, while a more complex scenario
such as a change of itinerary because
you’re too ill to travel and you’ll need
to change your return journey – is
more comfortably handled by a
human staff member. That human
can, however, be supported by
information they glean from a
bot: ‘is there a rebooking fee?’, for
instance, or ‘can I waive it in special
circumstances?’.
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WHY
INVESTING IN
AI NOW MAKES
LONG-TERM
SENSE FOR
BRANDS
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There’s one more very important reason why
brands should explore new ways to deploy AI
in their business: consumers love brands that
innovate. And what could be more innovative
than powering a business with Artificial
Intelligence?

This chart shows the growth in BrandZ™ brand value
of the most innovative global brands over more than a
decade.

WPP’s proprietary BrandZ™ study, which over 19 years
has grown into the world’s largest, consumer-focused
source of brand equity knowledge and insight, reveals
the shared elements of success behind strong, valuable
brands in categories as varied as fast food and financial
services, soft drinks and technology.
This research shows that the brands consumers see as
being different, creative and ‘shaking things up’ – all the
things that AI can offer – are regarded as innovative.
The brands that are seen as the most innovative in turn
generate the most consumer love. That love is not just
a warm feeling but a measurable affinity to a brand that
generates sales in the short term and also help sustain
a brand during difficult times. Innovation and love both
have a strong correlation with the growth in the value
of a brand over many years, and a virtuous cycle of
innovation, love and value growth is formed.

Source: BrandZ / Kantar Millward Brown
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DOES LOVE REALLY
PAY DIVIDENDS?
Yes! The BrandZ measure of
love isn’t just about appearing
caring, although that can
also help boost a brand if
it’s genuine. Love measures
the emotional affinity of a
brand, and it is usually closely
linked to performance and
innovation.

Innovation inspires
a consumer to try
something new, and
when the performance
lives up to expectations
and there’s a sense of
partnership between
brand and user, which
can lead to love.
This love then helps sustain a
brand during the time between
innovations. Love is difficult to create
in itself, but brands that are driven by
innovation often find love will come
naturally.
Brands from across a wide range
of categories score highly on
love, from Visa to KFC. They have
one thing in common: they try to
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understand the world from the
customer’s point of view – exactly
what Artificial Intelligence can help
brands and retailers achieve.
The love consumers have for a
brand adds to the business bottom
line. When 95 global brands taken
from a decade of BrandZ™ analysis
were assessed, the third with the
strongest love scores were found
to have grown at nine times the
rate of the bottom third.
Innovation and disruption can
therefore lay a path to greater
riches – provided consumers
notice the innovation and see it
making a meaningful difference to
their lives.

Working with pioneering
technology such as
Artificial Intelligence is
a clear way in which a
brand can mark itself
out as an innovator.
And if that innovation
improves consumers’
lives, they might just fall
in love.

Who’s building brand
value through innovation
and love?
BrandZ™ Global research shows how
innovation has fuelled love and brand
value for some of the best-known and
most valuable global brands.
Nike, which is ranked 24th in the
BrandZ™ Top 100 Most Valuable
Global Brands 2016, with a brand value
of over US$37 billion, uses innovative
materials in its products and provides
personalized service through its Nike
+ app.
Tesla has rocketed into the BrandZ™
Top 10 most valuable car brands with
its self-drive and electric technology,
and its charismatic founder Elon Musk
helps the brand stand out in a similar
way to the early days of Facebook and
the fast-growth years of Apple.
The BrandZ™ Most Valuable Global
Brand in 2016 was Google, which
knocked Apple off the top spot
largely as a result of its drive for
innovation, creating chat apps to
rival Snapchat and Facetime, and
launching a home assistant that can
compete with the Amazon Echo.

TURNING
HEADS,
WINNING
HEARTS
“We are creatures of habit and rarely try, or need to try, a brand
outside our regular set. Innovation can break into the consumer
mind with something different that makes it therefore worth a
try. The difference that innovation brings, as long as it is noticed,
is a reason to try the brand. If that trial is a success, then the
brand gets the credit for making life better. And what could be
more lovable than that? Consumers love not to have to make a
conscious decision. If they feel that the brand is always ahead of
the curve in their favor, they don’t need to consider anything else.”
Peter Walshe, BrandZ™ Strategy Director, Kantar Millward Brown
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THE POTENTIAL
OF ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE TO
POWER RETAILERS AND
BRANDS INTO THE NEW
ERA OF ‘ME-COMMERCE’
IS A CLEAR LEADERSHIP
OPPORTUNITY.

AI is not just a space for tech
giants to play in, although
Google, Facebook, Amazon
and others are certainly active
in developing AI-powered
solutions.
As you’ve seen in this report, it’s
a realm in which brands as big as
Chevrolet, Walmart, Mastercard and
GSK have found real value in getting
closer to their customers, as have
much smaller brands, including Bear
Naked cereals.

AI is no gimmick. It’s a
game-changer.

As we’ve seen, AI can help brands
and retailers better understand their
consumers’ needs and preferences.
It can help them reach out to
potential new customers – and keep
existing ones loyal. It can help them
personalize products and experiences
for consumers who want something
‘just for them’. And it can streamline
retailing behind the scenes – reducing
costs, improving efficiency and,
ultimately, improving the business of
shopping, both for the retailer and the
shopper.
Who doesn’t need a slice of that?

As consumers demand ‘Mecommerce’ – the opportunity to
browse, buy, be informed and be
entertained on their own terms, both
online and in physical stores – we see
AI as a must-have tool for brand and
retailers.
This is technology that potentially
has a role in almost every aspect
of consumers’ lives, from health
and education to travel, home
life, socializing and shopping. If
brands want to keep pace with their
consumers, they need to be working
with AI as well. That means there are
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few brands – if any – that should not
be looking at where AI can help them.

We think the place to be right now
is – at the very least – learning about
AI, if not deploying it. Because you
can bet that if you’re not doing it,
your competition, or a potential
future challenger that’s starting up in
someone’s basement, probably is.

It’s
time…
to identify ways that AI can
help your brand, chart a
course for implementation
and set realistic goals
to talk to internal clients
and managers across
departments about
managing and using data
for shared success
to make data and its
applications visible
throughout an organization

For those willing to consider now
what’s possible, there’s a chance to
anticipate consumers’ needs, to serve
them better, to win their loyalty and to
make efficiency gains. For those that
are not, there is the danger of being
left behind.
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THE MECOMMERCE
ERA
TAKING THE
NEXT STEP
The Store WPP and IBM are working closely to help brands
and retailers make the best possible use of AI – to look
beyond the newness of the technology and towards the
business goals it can help brands and retailers achieve.

Together, we can help you answer
some of these essential questions for
the Me-commerce era:
- How do you create more
engaging, personalized
experiences for consumers?
- How do you make best use of
ALL of the data you have access
to?
- How could AI help the people
in your business to help
consumers?
- How can you grow the value of
your brand through innovation
generally, and AI specifically?
- How can AI help your stores
make vital efficiencies?
- Where do you begin?
We’re helping clients recruit new
customers, give them something
that’s just right for them, and build
long-term loyalty. Closeness to
consumers, and delivering what they
want in a Me-commerce era, is not
just desirable but essential.
Get in touch to find out more, and
let us help you see how Artificial
Intelligence can bring you closer to
your customers.
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About
WPP

About
IBM

WPP is the world’s largest
communications services group,
with billings of US$70.5 billion
and revenues of US$16.5 billion.
Through its operating companies,
the Group provides a comprehensive
range of advertising and marketing
services, including advertising, media
investment management, public
relations, branding and identity, digital,
promotion and market research.
The company employs over 205,000
people, including associates, in
more than 3,000 offices across 112
countries.

IBM is a globally integrated enterprise
operating in over 170 countries. In
addition to being the world’s largest IT
and consulting services company, IBM
is a global business and technology
leader, innovating in research and
development to shape the future
of society at large. IBM’s prized
research, development and technical
talent around the world partner with
governments, corporations, thinkers
and doers on ground-breaking real
world problems to help make the
world work better and build a smarter
planet.

For more information visit
www.wpp.com

For more information visit
www.ibm.com

Contact at WPP

Contact at IBM

Igor Tolkachev

Michael Hinchliffe MBCS CITP MIET

The Store WPP

Cloud & Cognitive Technical Leader, WPP
IBM UK Limited

Igor.Tolkachev@wpp.com

Michael.Hinchliffe@ibm.com

This playbook is part of The Store WPP series of Thought Leadership
reports from the cutting edge of technology and brand building.
Written by Jo Bowman.
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